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PERSPECTIVES

Emotional Elements Help Unlock Show’s Narratives
by Eric Ernst
In “Shelter-Sky” (video
In her current exhibistill: archival pigment
tion at Guild Hall in East
print, resin, mixed media
Hampton, “Reckoning and
on wood, 2005), for examRapture,” Jane Martin is
ple, the figure is frozen in
showing works conjuring
motion, the strange intenintriguingly ambiguous
sity of the forest scene
narratives brimming with
accentuated by the thick
sensuality and an underbanks of fog from which
stated yet powerfully
the figure materializes.
emotional psychological
This effect is also heighttension.
ened by the layers of
The exhibition is particresin that are poured over
ularly interesting in its
the photographic image,
demonstration that these
the elegant sheen invokeffects are perceived less
ing a great sense of depth
by the viewer’s eyes and
while further underscormore through the emoing a sensation of ambigutions, reflecting, as the
ity and emotional disSwiss psychiatrist Carl
tance that is powerfully
Jung once wrote, that one
arresting.
should never “pretend to
This construct is also
understand the world
prevalent in some of Ms.
only by the intellect, we
Martin’s more recent
apprehend it just as much
works, such as “On Wings,
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“Undulate I” by Jane Martin
Lifted II” (video still:
This has been an onarchival pigment print,
going theme in Ms.
resin, mixed media on
Martin’s work over the
last few years, most powerfully in the images from her series wood, 2008) and “Reckoning” (digital C-print mounted on
of video stills in the “Closer Far Away” series, featuring sway- Dibond, 2008), each of which immediately establishes ineffaing nude female forms dancing to unheard yet delicately insis- ble psychological overtones with the figuration of dancers
frozen in motion, moving to what seems to be a cacophonous
tent rhythms.
Allowing the figuration to take on mysterious qualities of harmony that is silently dissonant and expressively jarring.
Embodying a profound combination of mystery and sensuality,
apparitional wood nymphs furtively darting in and out of mystifying banks of fog in a primeval forest, the works juxtapose they illustrate the essayist Havelock Ellis’s observation that dance
a certain surreal and dreamlike ambiance with the implied “is no mere translation or abstraction from life, it is life itself.”
Interestingly, this existential narrative, which initially
rationale and immediate impact of photographic reality.
Creating an environment in which madness and sanity are seemed a product of the ambiguity of the figures themselves as
interchangeable emotional components, these works construct unrecognizably hazy seraphs, gains even more impact in the
an intriguingly vague story line that is a product of the recent works in which Ms. Martin focuses on fragments of
cadences and melodies elicited more by what was partially images that she then configures and constructs into a kind of
psychological portraiture.
hidden than what was immediately visible.

“Emotional Elements Help Unlock Show’s Narratives” continued:
“Inward Appearances”
In works such as the
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while the figures are
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partially obscured by
the human form is
steam and condensareplaced by images of
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waves, the differences in
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by
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that one understands as
stringing together shards
much through their
of a given instant, thererelationship to abstract
by creating a disjointed
portrait of a moment in time, a stream of consciousness that is imagery as to representational reality.
Jane Martin’s exhibition at Guild Hall in East Hampton continsomehow simultaneously openly revealing and opaquely vague.
This dichotomy reaches an apogee of sorts in the nine-panel ues through January 18.

